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Abstract: The behavior of a slab-column joint subjected to blast loads was studied by numerical
analysis using a general-purpose finite element analysis program, LS-DYNA. Under the explosive
load, the joint region known as the stress disturbed zone was defined as a region with a scaled distance
of 0.1 m/kg1/3 or less through comparison with ConWep’s empirical formula. Displacement and
support rotation according to Trinitrotoluene (TNT) weight and scaled distance were investigated
by dividing in and out of the joint region. In addition, fracture volume was newly proposed as an
evaluation factor for blast-resistant performance, and it was confirmed that the degree of damage
to a member due to blast loads was well represented by the fracture volume. Finally, a prediction
equation for the blast-resistant performance of the slab-column joint was proposed, and the reliability
and accuracy of the equation were verified through additional numerical analysis.
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1. Introduction

Recently, a number of cases have been reported in which structures are seriously damaged by
explosion loads caused by terrorism or accidents. It is necessary to protect citizens’ property and lives
through blast-resistant design of structures against such extreme events.

The explosion load is characterized by very high pressure in a very short time. In addition to
the peculiarity of the load, the inhomogeneity of the material of concrete causes difficulties in the
blast-resistant design of reinforced concrete (RC) structures [1–3]. For this reason, the blast-resistant
design of RC structures has generally been overly conservative, mainly by increasing the thickness
of the members or by reinforcing bars excessively. Therefore, reliable blast-resistant performance
evaluation and prediction methods are required for the rational blast-resistant design of RC structures.

While many studies have been conducted on the blast-resistant behavior of single members,
such as columns and beams, sufficient studies have not been conducted in the case of joints composed
of two or more single members [4–6]. However, the joint may cause the collapse of the entire structural
system upon its failure, so more attention is required in design [7,8]. Therefore, this study focused on
the slab-column joints, which is one of the common types of joints.

Currently, support rotation is the only evaluation factor for the blast-resistant performance of
RC members in various design standards, including American Society of Civil Engineers(ASCE) and
Department of Defense (DoD) [9,10]. Moreover, no specific guide is provided for the blast-resistant
design of joints connecting structural members. According to the previous study, it was confirmed
that the support rotation alone was not sufficient to evaluate the blast-resistant performance of the
joint [11]. In some cases, even though the support rotation was within the limits of the design criterion,
severe fractures in the joint region were observed. As such, the need for additional evaluation factors
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for blast-resistant performance was confirmed, but no specific solution has been proposed so far.
Therefore, this study analyzed the behavior of slab-column joints under blast loads from various
viewpoints as well as displacement and support rotation. As a result, it was found that effective
fracture volume could be used as a new blast-resistant performance evaluation factor. The effective
fracture volume is the total volume of the joint concrete destroyed by the blast load, excluding the
concrete cover. In addition, a model for predicting the damage level of the slab-column joints according
to the amount and location of explosives was proposed using the effective fracture volume. This could
be used not only for the blast-resistant design of new structures but also for determining the level of
blast-resistant performance of existing structures.

2. Modeling of Slab-Column Joints

2.1. Analysis Variables

According to the scaled distance, Z (Equation (1)), the behavior of the RC joint due to the blast
load was investigated through numerical analysis. That is, the weight of the explosive load, W (kg),
and the distance between the explosive material and the joint, R (m), were set as analysis variables.

Z = R/W1/3 (1)

As shown in Table 1, the charge weight of the explosion load was determined to describe the
terrorist situation in a general facility [12]. Explosives applied to the analysis were limited to a weight
of 30 kg or less. It is an explosive material that can be transported by briefcase or bicycle. In addition,
10 kg of explosives is the size of a vest bomb commonly used by terrorists, which can be defined as the
minimum weight that can be used in terrorism [13]. Therefore, in this study, 10 kg, 20 kg, and 30 kg
Trinitrotoluene (TNT) weights were set as variables for the purpose of simulating a single terrorist
situation where no vehicle or heavy equipment is used. As shown in Table 2, when simulating such a
small bombing situation, it had a fairly small Z value compared to a free air burst situation with Z of
0.147 m/kg1/3 to 40 m/kg1/3 in general [14]. In this case, it could be seen how the structure behaved
when a blast load was applied near the member surface.

Table 1. The typical weight of explosive materials [12].

Bomblet Loaded Weight (kg) Material Type

Small briefcase 2~4
Military and commercial explosives

(such as Trinitrotoluene (TNT))
Large briefcase 4~12

Suitcase 12~22
Bicycle 30

Table 2. Analysis variables.

TNT Weight (kg) Standoff Distance (m) * Scaled Distance (m/kg1/3)

10 0~0.19 0~0.153
20 0~0.25 0~0.160
30 0~0.30 0~0.163

Standoff distance *: the vertical distance from the location of the explosive to the surface of the column or slab.

2.2. Modeling of Slab-Column Joints

Numerical analysis was performed on the slab-column joint, which is the most common type
of joint in RC structures. Figure 1 shows the structural details of the slab-column connection.
Numerical analysis was performed using LS-DYNA, a general-purpose finite element analysis program
whose reliability has been verified through many previous studies [15,16]. The upper and lower
surfaces of the column were completely constrained, and four sides of the slab were constrained in
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the horizontal direction. In this study, Mat_072R3 was selected from the concrete material models
provided by the analysis program LS-DYNA. This material model reflects the strain-rate effect and
has already been found in several works of literature to be suitable for analyzing concrete structures
under high strain-rate [17–19]. However, Mat_072R3 was unable to exhibit local damage caused
by explosions, such as crater spalls, which are associated with structural failure and erosion [20].
Therefore, to simulate these characteristics, LS-DYNA’s ‘Add_Erosion’ keyword option was applied
to the concrete material model. To model the reinforcing bars, LS-DYNA’s Mat_024 was applied,
which is defined as an elastic-plastic material with arbitrary stress versus strain curve and an arbitrary
strain-rate dependency. The fracture of Mat_024 is based on plastic deformation [19]. Table 3 shows
the properties of the concrete and reinforcement used in the analysis.
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Table 3. Material properties for analysis.

Properties Slab Column Reinforcements

Compressive strength (MPa) 30 50 -
Yield strength (MPa) - - 475

Tensile strength (MPa) - - 751
Density (kg/m3) 2400 2500 7850
Poisson’s ratio 0.18 0.18 0.3

Numerical analysis results may vary depending on the mesh size of the element [21,22]. According to
the previous studies, when simulating a structure subjected to an explosive load, a mesh size of 25 to
30 mm led to the analysis results, most similar to the experimental results [23,24]. In this study,
before the main analysis was conducted, various mesh sizes were evaluated in terms of accuracy and
efficiency of analysis, then it was determined that a mesh size of 20~25 mm was the most reasonable.
Therefore, the concrete mesh used a 20 mm cubic, 8-node solid element (C3D8), and the rebar was
modeled as a 2-node beam element.

The interaction between concrete and reinforcing bars has a great influence on the behavior of
RC structures. In particular, interactions, such as bond-slip, are very difficult to simulate. In RC
structures subjected to explosion load, modeling reinforcing bars as solids elements and defining contact
conditions can be considered. However, it is not recommended because this method dramatically
increases the run time of the analysis and often causes analysis errors. Therefore, a method of tying
nodes was recommended to simulate the structure’s actual behavior and to provide the simplicity of
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analysis [18,25]. In this study, the nodes of the reinforcing bar and concrete were connected to each
other to provide accurate structural performance.

Blast loads were modeled using the LBE (load blast enhanced) method, where the explosive
pressure is applied directly to the element surface. The LBE method has already been verified through
many studies [26–29].

Table 4 shows the analysis conditions. Considering the enough converge of kinetic energy, the end
time of analysis was set to 2000 ms. Analysis running time was approximately 6 h and 45 min with
slight differences for each variable.

Table 4. Analysis conditions.

Analysis Conditions Value

Number of elements
Solids 392,000 ea (20 × 20 × 20 mm)
Beam 10,648 ea (20 mm)

Time step 0.1 ms
Analysis of end time 2000 ms

Analysis of running time 6 h 45 m

3. Defining a Joint Region under Blast Load

In the slab-column connection under static load, the section at half the effective depth of the slab
from the column surface is considered as the critical section [30]. The joints, which are D-regions
(disturbed or discontinued region) with complex strain distributions, may exhibit behavior different
from that under a static load in a high strain rate region, such as an explosion load. Therefore, in this
study, prior to performing the parametric analysis in Table 2, a preliminary numerical analysis was
conducted to define the area of the joint in the slab-column connection under the explosive load.

The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) suggested shock wave parameters, such as pressure
and impulse, according to the scaled distance for single members [10]. According to this, it shows a
specific pressure or impulse value for an arbitrary scaled distance regardless of the type of members,
such as a column or a slab. Therefore, in this study, through the preliminary numerical analysis of the
slab-column connection, the scaled distance, where the analysis results for the slab and the column are
similar to each other and at the same time to the value suggested by the DoD, was considered as the
point separating the joint region from the single-member region.

Figure 2 shows the pressure and impulse according to the scaled distance. The graphs for slab
and column are the results obtained through numerical analysis. Here, the pressure and impulse
represent the maximum reflected values that occur in the entire region of the modeled slab and column,
according to the location of TNT 30 kg. Figure 2 also includes the values proposed by DoD by using
the ConWep model [10]. For both pressure and impulse, the analysis results of the column and the
slab differed from each other when the scaled distance was small, but from about 0.1 m/kg1/3 or more,
the difference was markedly reduced and showed similar values. It should also be noted that from
about 0.1 m/kg1/3, both the column and the slab showed pressure and impulse similar to those of the
ConWep model. As mentioned above, considering that the ConWep values of DoD are the results
derived for a single member, the region with a scaled distance of 0.1 m/kg1/3 or less from the surface of
the slab and column can be considered as the joint region, as shown in Figure 3.
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4. Numerical Analysis Results and Discussion

4.1. Displacement

Figure 4 shows the results of the maximum displacement of the slab and the column. The displacement
for various scaled distances was observed by increasing the standoff distance of each TNT of 10 kg,
20 kg, or 30 kg. In Figure 4, the displacement represents the maximum displacement generated on
the central axis of the cross-section of the slab and column. In addition, according to the results of
preliminary numerical analysis, it was divided into a joint region and a single member region based
on a scaled distance of 0.1 m/kg1/3, and the maximum displacement in each region was investigated.
Here, the distance from the column or slab surface of TNT 10 kg, 20 kg, and 30 kg corresponding to a
scaled distance of 0.1 m/kg1/3 was about 215 mm, 271 mm, and 311 mm, respectively. In Figure 4, it was
noted that the maximum displacement was not a value at a fixed location but represented the maximum
value among displacements that occurred in each region, such as joint and the single-member region,
according to different scaled distances.
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In all cases, the displacement of the slab was greater than the displacement of the column.
This was in line with the results of preliminary numerical analysis, which resulted in greater pressure
and impulse in the slab. When the scaled distance was relatively small, the larger the TNT weight,
the greater the amount of displacement. However, as the scaled distance became larger, the difference
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in displacement amount according to the TNT weight was not large. It appeared that the magnitude of
shock wave parameters, such as pressure and impulse, transmitted directly to the member decreased
significantly as the position of the explosion moved away from the member. When comparing the
amount of displacement of the joint region and the single-member region, the slab generally had
slightly larger deformation in the joint region, but the difference was not significant. Columns were
also observed to have almost the same maximum strain in both regions. However, since there was no
clear tendency in the relationship between the scaled distance and the displacement, it was difficult to
predict the blast-resistant behavior of the joint based on this relationship.

4.2. Support Rotation

Figure 5 shows the support rotation calculated by the displacement of the slab. According to the
criteria, the limit of support rotation to effectively resist the moment is 2 degrees [9,10]. As shown
in Figure 5, in all cases, except that the scaled distance between 0.026 m/kg1/3 and 0.037 m/kg1/3

for TNT 30 kg explosive loads, the support rotation was less than the American Society of Civil
Engineers/Structural Engineering Institute (ASCE/SEI) and DoD criteria limit of 2 degrees [9,10].
However, as shown in Figure 6, the top and bottom surfaces of the slab suffered severe fracture
damage at all scaled distances for the 30 kg TNT. Similar phenomena were observed in all specimens
with 20 kg of TNT. This means that even if the support rotation is smaller than the criteria limit,
substantial destruction can occur in the member. In order to properly evaluate the blast-resistant
performance of the joint, other evaluation factors besides support rotation are required.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 14 
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4.3. Fracture Volume

In general, support rotation and displacement are used as criteria for evaluating the blast-resistant
performance of RC members, but as shown in the previous analysis, the support rotation and
displacement alone were not sufficient to accurately evaluate the performance of the slab-column joint.
Moreover, it was difficult to use the support rotation or displacement to predict the blast-resistant
performance of the slab-column joint because the support rotation and displacement according to the
blast load condition did not have a certain tendency. Therefore, it is necessary to examine additional
factors to evaluate the performance of the joint subjected to a blast load.

In this study, fracture volume was analyzed from the analysis results as an additional evaluation
factor. Fracture volume was expressed as a percentage of the volume lost due to the explosive load
relative to the total volume for the joint region within a scaled distance of 0.1 m/kg1/3 in Figure 3.
It should be noted that this fracture volume is the effective volume of joint excluding the concrete cover.

Figure 7 shows the effective fracture volume of the joint according to the scaled distance for each
TNT weight of 10 kg, 20 kg, and 30 kg. Not surprisingly, as the weight of TNT increased, more damage
occurred in the joint region. Interestingly, in all cases, the effective fracture volume decreased almost
uniformly as the scaled distance increased.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 14 
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5. Prediction Model

5.1. The Suggestion of Prediction Model

In this study, the effective fracture volume was used to predict the blast-resistant performance
of the slab-column joint. Based on the trends identified in Figure 7, the correlation between the
effective fracture volume per unit weight of TNT and the scaled distance was derived. As shown in
Figure 8, regardless of the total amount of TNT applied, the effective fracture volume per unit weight
of TNT showed almost similar value at any scaled distance and showed a certain tendency to decrease
with increasing scaled distance. The trend line equation is shown in Figure 8, and the coefficient of
determination (R2) of the equation for the entire data was 0.870.

As a result, Equation (2) was proposed to predict the damage level of the slab-column joint
subjected to blast load through the weight of the explosive material and the standoff distance.

Effective fracture volume = W × (0.2375 × 10−5
·
1374Z) (2)

where Effective fracture volume: Effective fracture volume percentage of slab-column joint (%). W: TNT
weight (kg). Z: scaled distance (m/kg1/3).
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5.2. Verification of Prediction Model

In order to verify the prediction model proposed in this study, numerical analysis was additionally
performed. As shown in Table 5, numerical analysis results for various concrete strength of slab and
column, slab thickness, TNT weights, and scaled distances were compared with predicted values of
the proposed equation.

Table 5. Verification analysis variables and results.

Case
Column
Strength

(MPa)

Slab
Strength

(MPa)

Slab
Thickness

(mm)

TNT
Weight

(kg)

Scaled
Distance
(m/kg1/3)

Effective Fracture
Volume (%) Prediction

Differences
(%)Verification

Analysis
Prediction

Model

1

50
30

300

6 0.03 0.73 1.00 0.27
2 12 0.06 1.21 1.40 0.19
3 18 0.09 1.84 1.47 0.37
4 24 0.12 1.55 1.38 0.17

5 24
0.03

4.19 4.00 0.19
6 40 6.39 6.66 0.27
7 50 8.07 8.33 0.26

8 30

12 0.06

1.72

1.40

0.32
9 40 1.63 0.23

10
50

20 1.92 0.52
11 40 0.90 0.50

12
50 30

320 1.41 0.01
13 340 1.43 0.03

Comparing cases 1 to 7 with the same concrete strength and slab thickness as the numerical
analysis conditions for deriving the prediction model, the model predictions were in good agreement
with the verification numerical analysis results for various TNT weights and scaled distances. It is
noteworthy that reliable predictions were shown in all cases of cases 1 to 4 with relatively small
effective fracture volume and cases 5 to 7 with relatively large effective fracture volume. Interestingly,
although the proposed equation was derived based on a small TNT within 30 kg, the predictions for
cases 6 and 7 of TNT 40 kg and 50 kg, respectively, agreed well with the analysis result.

In cases 8 to 13, the effects of variables not included in the prediction equation, such as concrete
strength and slab thickness, on the effective fracture volume were examined. As the concrete strength
increased, the effective fracture volume decreased. In cases 8, 9, and 2, as the column concrete strength
increased to 30 MPa, 40 MPa, and 50 MPa, the effective fracture volume decreased to 1.72%, 1.63%,
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and 1.21%, respectively. In cases 10, 2, and 11, as the slab concrete strength increased to 20 MPa, 30 MPa,
and 40 MPa, the effective fracture volume decreased to 1.92%, 1.21%, and 0.90%, respectively, showing
a greater reduction than the column. This was in line with the preliminary analysis results in which the
slab showed relatively larger displacement, pressure, and impulse than the column. In cases 12 and 13,
which had the same concrete cover thickness and reinforcement details as in case 2, the effect of the
slab thickness on the effective fracture volume was investigated. It was observed that the effective
fracture volume slightly increased as the slab thickness increased, but the difference in cases 12 and 13
was only 0.02%. It seemed that the effective fracture volume was not significantly affected by column
concrete strength and slab thickness. For cases 8 to 13, the proposed equation yielded a constant value
of the effective fracture volume due to variables not included in the equation. Although the predictions
did not show much difference from the analysis results in the range of variables of concrete strength
and slab thickness used in the verification analysis, further research is needed to propose a prediction
equation that can take all these variables into account. Figure 9 shows the failure shape for some
notable cases.
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6. Conclusions

In this study, numerical analysis was performed using LS-DYNA for the behavior of a slab-column
joint under an explosive load. The results of this study can be summarized as follows.

(1) ConWep’s empirical values for shock wave parameters of a single member, such as a slab and
a column, were compared with the pressure and impulse of a slab-column joint by numerical
analysis. As a result, a region with a scaled distance of less than 0.1 m/kg1/3 was defined as a
joint region.

(2) The explosion created more pressure and impact on the slab than the column, thereby causing
a larger displacement in the slab. In addition, it was observed that the damage of the member
decreased sharply as the explosion position moved away from the member.

(3) Even if the support rotation of the slab after the explosion was less than the limit of 2 degrees,
it was observed that serious damage, such as spalling, occurred over a wide range of slab.
Therefore, in addition to the support rotation and displacement, which are mainly used to
evaluate blast-resistant performance, other evaluation factors are required.

(4) Effective fracture volume was proposed as an evaluation factor for blast-resistant performance.
Effective fracture volume was a good indication of the actual degree of damage to the member
depending on the TNT weight and the explosive distance.

(5) A prediction equation for the damage level of the slab-column joints through the TNT weight and
the standoff distance of explosives was proposed. The reliability and accuracy of the proposed
equation were verified through additional numerical analysis.
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